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Project description
The classical approach in insurance mathematics assumes occurrence of many losses, which have only
small and limited influence on a whole portfolio of an insurer (like, e.g., in the case of automobile
crashes). Whereas, together with a progress of climate changes, number of rare events with severe,
catastrophic consequences increases (e.g., floods which affect many insureds at a flooded region at
once). In the literature, simulation approaches, which enable sampling from a random distribution
describing rare and catastrophic events in numerically efficient way, are known (e.g., the splitting or the
importance sampling). Unfortunately, published real data is frequently incomplete or censored. This
severely hampers a process of a selection and a fitting of respective random distributions to value of the
losses. The main aim of the project is to develop and apply simulation methods for rare and catastrophic
events, which have an impact on insureds, together with an attempt to numerically compare insurer’s
portfolios, which are constructed using various types of financial-insurance instruments, both the
classical and the more modern ones (e.g., reinsurance contracts and catastrophe bonds).
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In the literature, many models, which describe an occurrence of malfunctions of elements of nets in a
random way, are known. Usually, these models are very precise and they take into account many
physical factors and other parameters of elements of nets. Unfortunately, respective real data is
considerably sparse, incomplete and usually imprecise in practice. Therefore, a simulation of behaviour
of a net in an accordance with its reliability aspect, even a net with a simple topography, requires an
aggregation of data or, e.g., application of experts’ knowledge. Hence, it seems that the important
research subject is to merge the simulation approach, which is based on sampling from a random
distribution, with the imprecise approach in which data is described in fuzzy way and it requires, e.g.,
experts’ opinions. Then, because of the convergence of these two approaches, a more complete
description based on, e.g., the Monte Carlo methods, of important reliability parameters of a net, like its
maintenance costs, will be possible.
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